It has been found that the most extensive and most accurate work in beta-ray spectroscopy can be performed only when reliable, low energy sensitive, beta-particle detectors are employed. One method of obtaining low energy electron measurements is to fit Geiger-Mueller counters with extremely thin windows and to fill them with appropriate low-pressure mixtures, using them in spectrometers in much the same manner as their more rugged counterparts. A plan for an experimental assault on the problem, based upon the works of Wilkinson, Bamsaur, McKay and Loeb is presented.
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ABSTRACT
It has been found that the most extensive and most accurate work in beta=ray spectroscopy can be performed only when reliable, lowenergy sensitive~ beta=particle detectors are employed. One method of obtaining low energy e.Lectron ro1easurements is to fit Geiger-Mue..Ller counters with extremely thin windows and to fill them with appropriate low~pressure mixtures ; using them in spectrometers in much the same manner as their more rugged counterpartso A plan for an experimental assault on the problem 9 based upon the works of Wilkinson.~> Bamsaur, McKay~ and Loeb is presented.
Procedures for the preparation or thin film window materials by the glass plate dipping technique and the drop of solution technique are described. A method for mounting these window materia..Ls in count= ers is given. Complete recipes of each step necessary to produce in a reliable manner dependable counters are described. ·These iriclude the preparation and cleariing of the parts prior to assembly~ the pre= paration of vacuum tight joints~ assembling the parts, testing the window for vacuum tightness, fil ling the counter.~> testing the counter and storing it prior to use.
Apparatus ar1d procedures employed in the development of mixtures which will function at low pressures in Geiger=Mueller counters are explained. Illustrations show much or what was done. Specia..L elec= tronic techniques , distinctive in that the performance of the counter was enhanced by elaborate electronic design .~> were used. It was found that low Geiger=Mueller counter anode capacitance to ground was vital to success. The cathode follower circqit was a prominent part of the equipment throughout the work. An add~tional feature of the apparatus was a synchroscope , used frequently to view the size and shape of the pulses produced by tbe counter tubes , both during the development of them and during their use.
A number of dinerent mixtures of gases ar1d vapors were found that are of value in counters used in oeta-ray spectroscopy. These included the classic one of 10 percent ethyl alcohol and 9U percent argon at a pressure o1· 10 em Hg l > one developed by Morganster~ Cowan, ar1d Hughes which consisted of 10 percent ethylene and 90 per cent argon at 10 em Hg, and those which were derived from this study. The latter group included a mixture of 33 percent ethyl alcohol and 67 percent argon at a pressure of 1.4 em Hg and a second lThis report is based on a MS thesis by E. R. Rathbun, Jr., submitted August, 1950.
,, 6 ISC=254 one consisting of 40 percent ethyl alcohol and 60 percent krypton at pressures of 2 em and ~. 4 em Hg. The somewhat higher efficiency of the krypton mixtures made them the more desirable at the lowest pressures. Geiger=Mueller counters have more stao~e counting characteristics as their efficiencies approach 100 percent.
75 Data on the internal conversion and photoelectric spectra of Se were taken using four different counters 3 each constructed by the above indicated techniques. They were fitted with windows as fo~lowsg 3.9 mg/cm2 mica~ 1.04 mg/cm2 mica 9 
INTIDDUCTION The Problem
It has been found~ in the work of beta=ray spectroscopy~ that one of the limitations on the determination of low energy beta~ray spectra is the thickness (or area density) of the Geiger=Mueller counter window. In the work of Jensen~ Laslettp and Pratt (1=4) and others (5 9 6)~ the effect of the counter window has been well demonstrated. It is therefore necessary~ if the precision of the magnetic lens spectrometer is to be had~ that a counter be devel~ oped which has a window sufficiently thin to allow the electrons to enter its counting volume and» at the same time» maintain the counting efficiency at a useful and stable level. The experimen= tal procedures and techniques whereby such counters can be obtained is the subject of this investigation.
General Discussion
There are certain practical and theoretical considerations which must be taken into account in the development of a counter which has a thin window and at the same time has otber useful and desirable characteristics. Once an electron has passed through the thin window~ it must ionize some of the atoms or molecules of ISC=254 7 gas or vapor within the counter before a voltage pulse of sufficient size to be detected can be producedo This primary ionization pro= cess is accomplished through the first Townsend coefficient a 1 for the incoming particle in the particular counter filler employedo This . first Townsend coefficient a1 telJ.s one what the probability ot' additional ions being formed per centimeter or path is within the count= ero Arter these additional ions are formed 9 the electrons migrate rapidly in the direction of the anodeo ~ince these electrons have varying velocities and also fall through a changing electric field~ they also have a first Townsend coefficient a.2 which is dift"erent from the aboveo For a useful counter to be obtained 9 it is first necessary that a1 be largeo Wilkinson (7) has demonstrated both theoreticalJ.y and experimentally the effect on the Geiger counter plateau when a single electron is released by the initial ionizing event and when several electrons are released by ito In the case of the low pressure count= er 9 a1 is proportional to the pressureo Ramsaur (8) has shown that a 1 is also a function of the energy or the impinging electron and is an increasing quantity with increasing atomic weight of the rare gas empJ.oyedo Ramsaur us work also indicates that an eJ.ectron which bare= ly passes through the window has a higher probability or being count= ed than one which enters the counter with an energy or J.OU eJ.ectron volts or more~ While secondary emission from the cathode is in no physical way related to al» secondary emission serves the same pur= pose; namely~ one or two electrons are made availabJ.e to faJ.J. toward the an ode o McKay ( 9) » through the work or many others~ has shown that secondary emission yields may be greater than unity for primary electrons impinging on metal surfaces with energies between 150 a~d 1500 electron volts o The number of eJ.ectrons released within the : · , . counter by a single impinging electron is a difficult quantity to ·. determineo At best 9 it is a statistical. quantity and is therefore subject to statistical. fJ.uctuationso
The reJ.ease of one or more electrons witm.n the counter by one or more of the above processes must be foJ.J.owed by additional. ioni= zation due to the colJ.ision of these electrons with other neutral atoms if a voltage pulse ot· sufficient size to be recorded is to be producedo This requires that a2 be J.arge o Loeb (.1.0) evaluates the first Townsend coefficient for this secondary ionization process as
where E is the electric field at the position or the electron con= sideredj and p is the pressure or the counter fiJ.J.ero The electric fieJ.d at any point between the counter anode and cathode for the ISC=254 concentric cyiinder e~ectrode system is given by v E~--x-~ r/n-ra (2) where V is the voitage appiied between the counter electrodes~ r is the distance !·rom the center of the counter to the point considered9 R is the radius of the cathode~ and ra is the radius of the anode.
The coe!Ticient a2 is not. a simple function. In any given gas . P it is infiuenced greatly by traces of impurities which are difficult to control. Since Geiger counters are rarely filied with a pure gas.P any tables of this coefficient obtained by experimental means are of iittle value. Furthermore~ as indicated by equation (2) .P a2 increases rapidiy as the electron approaches the anode. The evaluation of the · over=ali probability that any singie electron wiil initiate the train of avalanches which is detected as a puise is~ therefore» quite dif!i= cul.t. However . 9 a low counting efficiency is to be expected in counters operated at the lowest pressures.
In an experimental study or the Geiger=Mueiler counter~ a brief examination of the characteristics of the counter voitage pul.se and how it is affected by the directly connected port~ons of its asso= ciated eiectronic circuit is of some importance. · ·For anode voltages which exceed the Geiger threshol.d~ there is a range or anode voit= ages in which the Geiger pulse vol. tage is approximately proportional to the overvoltage. In any given counter circuit~ this means that the charge col.lected is also proportional. to the overvoltage. Exam= ination of the anode el.ectrode of a counter discl.oses that it has a very small capacitance with respect to the ground or nearby grounded conductors. It therefore fol.l.ows from the relationship
that any a~ditional anode circuit capacitance resulting from the con= nection of the counter to any ei ectronic system shoul.d be small if the Geiger pul.se voitage is to be l.arge~ other conditions remaining fixed.
The significance of the requirement of low capacitance with re= spect to ground o1· the anode circuit lies in the fact that plateaus which are obtained from counters containing mixtures at other than the optimum pressure are expected to be shorter than plateaus ob= tained from counters filied to the optimum pressure. Since satis= ISC=254 factory performance of a counter at a low pressure is desired~ some sacrifice of the ~ength of the p~ateau might be t olerated, provided that the counter can be made to perform otherwise satisfactorily as a detector of radioactivityo
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The desirabi~ity or ~ocating the electronic recording apparatus somewhat remote~y from the counter~ coup~ed with the necessity of low coun~er anode circuit capacitance~ requires that some form of pre= amplifier be usedo In this instance~ the simplest form of preamplifier» the cathode fol lower, is also the mos~ applicab~eo The cathode fo~~ower can be constructed with a very low input capacitanceo At the same time~ its ability to drive the capacitance of a coaxial cable is very goodo It has a vo~tage gain factor which is less than unity~ but this is not a disadvantageo For these reasons, the cathode fol~ lower is an important circuit in this investigation o .-
In the foregoing discussionJ the difficulties of predicting exactl y what should be done to prepare the desired low pressure mix= ture have been set forth o Because of these difficulties~ the invest= igation about to be described was executed almost entirely by exper= imental procedures o The objective was the development of a Geiger counter~ its a ssociated apparatus~ and the necessary techniques for detecting low ener gy e~ectronso
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In the following sections are the experimental procedures which have been found successful· in the construction and operation of Geiger counters for detecting low energy electronso Preparation of the Fiims for the Windows One of the most import ant parts of this type of Geiger count= er is the thin window o The windows employed in this work were pre= pared by either of two prdcedureso They are respe ctively designated the 11 glass plate-dipping technique" and the "drop of solution tech= niqueo tt The former procedure yielded the strongest fi~s and was also the one most easily performedo However, the low energy limit of e~ectron transmission was higher than with the more delicate films prepared by the latter methodo Within a few minutes after the ethylene chloride had evaporated and the glass plate had dried~ the glass plate was placed under dis= tilled water with a film side up in a shalLow dish. Along each edge of the plate . . , the film was torn loose with tweezers. Care was taken to prevent any tearing from proceeding into the useful central area of the film. One corner of the film was then pull ed free and~ by raising the gLass plate~ caused to float on the surface of the water. The film may be completely removed from the glass by blowing on the surfaced portion of the film and on the surface of the water. Occa~ sional aid with the tweezers may be necessary o Properly performed.., this will invert the film as it is moved from the gl ass to the sur= face of the water. However~ under some conditions t he film separated itself from the glass so easily that the inversion of the film was unnecessary.
The film was removed from the surface of. the water with care. This was accomplished by dropping .light al uminum r ings ( Fig. 1-g ) painted with glyptal enamel on the film. After the gl yptal enamel had dried for perhaps an hour » the film~ supported by the rings~ was removed from the water and allowed to dry thoroughly. After the 1'i.Lms had driedll they were ready for mounting in the window frames. The drop of solution technique ln this procedure~ developed originally by BackUs (ll) and ex~ tended by Curtis (l2)ll each of several films was prepared by drop= ping five or six drops of a 0.2 percent solution of formvar E in ethylene chloride on distill ed water which was maintained at a tern= perature of 4oc by means of an ice bath. The drops were released in rapid &lcoession so that each of the succeeding drops struck the water before the previous drop had time to spread out completely and dry. This resu.J.:ted in a uniform film which was easy to remove from the water. ·· The films were removed from the surface of the water by approaching the film from underneath with an aluminum ring and lifting the ring out of the water at a steep angle so as to prevent the forces caused by the surface tension of the water from tearing the fiimo Films prepared in this manner were considered too thin to be used individually as window materials for counters developed in this investigation~ but this has since been done by Langer (13) . Examination of these films with the aid of the electron mi.croscope disclosed that there were about 80 holes per 6o3(10)=6 square inch of examined area. These holes averaged about 6.3(10)=6 inch in diameter. From these data it was estimated that any one film had about, Od05 percent of its area occupied by tnese sm~l holes. It was believed that a laminated window made up of several of these films woul d possess the required strength and also be relatively effective in retaining the counter mixture within the counter in spite of a vacuum on the other side of the windowo Five of the films~ prepared as described above~ were assembled to form one laminated piece of materialo This was done by placing one film over a second film at an angle of about 20°~ allowing con= tact to be made onl y at one pointo A fine stream of air was gently directed against this point of contact 9 forcing the two films to= gether over a more extended areao By always directing the air stream against the line of contact between the two films 9 the air between the films was excluded as the two films were brought togethero After the two films were completel y in contact~ one of the two aluminum supporting rings was cut loose~ and t he process was repeated on the next three filmso By extensive work correlating optical path lengt,h~ as measured by the Michelson interferometer~ with surface density measurements.!) as determined by weighing each film on a microbalance 9 the stack of five films was estimated to have a surface density of Oo027 mg/cm2o The film stack was found to be satisfactory as a counter window.~~ but not vacuum tigh·o It was capable of sustaining a pressure of 2 em Hg when mounted in a grid window frame (see Figo l=f) consist= ing of a pattern of 48 40=mil holes drilled in an area 3/8 inch in diameter.
Mounting the films for use in counters
Regardress of the manner in which the films were prepared~ they 'were mounted in window frames which could be sealed .to one of the counters to be put in the spectrometer. Mica windows were mounted similarlyo The use of window frames permitted the windows to be pre= pared in groups ready for mounting on the counters. In addition » a window could be removed from an old counter and placed on a new one when necessaryo
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The counter window frame consisted of two parts 9 both of brasso One piece of the frame was driiied and tapped to accept three 2=56 screvls. The other piece was drilled to pass the three screws thus permitting the two parts of the window frame to be held together~ clamping the fiim between them as shown in the photograph» Figo l~f~ l=j 9 l=k 9 and in the drawing 9 Fig. 2o The piece threaded to receive the 2=56 screws was painted lightly and evenly with glyptal enamel. Onto this fresh coating of glyptal enamel» the film 9 supported by the aluminum ring~ was dropped. The other piece of the window frame was painted similarly and placed over the first piece 9 and the two pieces were then fastened together by means of the machine screwso Care was taken not to have an excess of glyptal enamel on either of the pieces as this excess could spoil the film window when the t wo pieces were clamped togethero On the other hand» a deficiency of glyptal was avoided so that vacuum tight window seals might be obtainedo
Other details in the technique of preparing the windows in= eluded making sure that the parts of the window frames were smooth and free from burs and scratcheso When windows were rebuilt 9 care was taken to assure that the meeting faces were the same as those used aboveo In other words~ the piece which the heads of the rna= chine screws rested against was always painted on the same side time after time. This was done so that any slight damage due to the machine screws was of no significance in the vacuum seal~ of later counter windows 9 since they were always on the outsideo
Construction of the Counters
The metal parts of the counters were fabricat ed from standard stocks of copper and brasso Figure 2 shows the important construe= tional features of the countere A ph0tograph of each of the parts is given in Fig. lo A counter consisting of fewer parts » but which was more difficult to assemble or to repair is .' .shown in Fig. l=bo Developmen tal work with this model was discontinuedo Throughout the assembly of the counter pictured in Figo l=k 9 greater control of each step was possibleo Of all the dimensions of the interior of the counter~ only two were found significant for the purpose of obtaining counters with identical characteristicso These were the length of the kovar glass sleeve pr otruding from the brass base and the lengt h of the exposed tungsten wire of the anodeo The kovar glass sleeve of the kovar glass=to=metal seal (Fig • .l=·d) was ground so that L2 em protruded perpendicularly to the brass base. After grinding the kovar glass sleeve to the proper dimensionsj the glass=to=metal seal was soft= soldered to the brass base (Figo .l=c) and then the end of the glass 15 sleeve was fire=poAished to smoothness. After mounting the kovar seal to the brass base~ the anode wire was mourited.
/ •
Before mounting the anode wire on the base assembly 9 it was specially prepare do The wire :; which was of tungsten and 10 mils in diameter~ was first prepared by polishing it with a piece of crocus cloth for perhaps an hour. This procedure removed the major nonuniformities found on the commerica~ grade of tungsten wire used. After t.he polishing process was completed.~> a piece of this specially prepared tungsten wire slightly longer than needed in the finished anode was crimped to a piece of No. 18 bare copper wire. Following the crimping process~ the tungsten wire was straightened so that when the copper wire was inserted into the hole of the kovar seal~ the wire was axially located within the assemb~ed countero ~pecial care was taken to assure the axial position of the anode wire. Only after the wire was centered and the crimped portion was within the glass sleeve at least one=fourth inch was the copper wire soldered to the kovar metal tubeo The soldering operation was carefully per= formed so as to assure a vacuum tight seal.
After the anode wire assembly was soldered in place 9 the tung= sten wire was cut so that 5.2 em of the tungsten were exposed be~ yond the end of the kovar glass SAeeve. Then a small glass bead l.S mm in diameter and perhaps 2 to 2.5 mm in length was fastened to the unsupported end. The bead was prepared qy drawing out a thick walled soft glass tube of perhaps 9 mm outside diameter so that the inner diameter of the tube was s..Lightly greater than 10 mils after the drawing process. This made a capillary tube of the proper outside diametero A piece of this capillary tube about 2o5 mm in length was cut off and placed on the end of the anode wire so that about one=half its length was overhanging the end of the wire.
A natural gas=oxygen flame applied very gently to the end of the capillary tube closed the end of the tube down over the tungsten wire thus .forming a smooth 9 firm junction of the glass and tungsten. Careful rotation of the anode and base assembly was necessary to produce the desired results.
The copper cathode was prepared for assembly by polishing the interior to a mirror finish. This was done by rotating the cathode at high speed while ho..Lding a moistened cl.oth with polishing com= pound or a crocus cloth against the interior surface. Fina..L c..Lean= ing of the cathode consisted or fi~ing the interior with a weak solution of nitric acid 9 followed by an extensive rinsing with dis= ti..Lled waterj and finally by washing with ethyl alcohol. The cath= ode was then a..L..Lowed to dry.
Ai·ter the cathode had dried~ it was ready for assembly to the 16 baseo The final preparation of the anode wire consisted of im= mersing the entire exposed length in concentrated nitric acid for several minuteso This removed any residual grease or lint from its sur!·ace without damaging the tu.11gsteno This was followed by a very thorough washing in disti.LLed water; then it was allowed to dryo Care was taken foliowing a~L of the cieaning operations to assure that no lint or dust particLes collected on the anode assembly or the interior of the cathodeo
The mounting of the base andwindow assemblies on the cathode were similar operationso Both of these joints required vacuum tight seaJ.so These s eaJ..s were made by painting both of the meeting surfaces at each end of the counter with glyptaL enameJ.o The assembLy was completed by fastening the parts together with seven 6=32 machine screwso
The stopcock was mounted in its brass taper (Figo l=c) by means o1· De Kho t.isky cemento Care was taken to assure a vacuum tight seaLo The moving parts of the stopcock were greased with .A.piezon grease No As a finaL step in the closing o!" all possibLe leaks in the counter~ a.J.J. hard and so!"t soldered joints were painted with moderate amounts of glyptaJ.. enameJ. 9 and all joints which had been previously sealed with glyptal were retouched at the edgeso In addition~ glyptal enamel was painted liberally around each machine screw heado The proper drying time for all ... the glyptal seals was found to be about thirty= six hours o Filling~ Testing» and Storing of the Counters Dependable performance of the counters in the spectrometer was guaranteed by testing all counters foJ.lowing completion of assemblyo Counters with mica windows of surface densities ex= ceeding l mg/cm2 couid be fiJ.J.ed and tested without the use of a vacuum chambero However 3 the counters possessing thin fiLm win= dows with sur!·ace densities of Oo3 mg/cm2 and less required the use of a vacuum chamber in the evacuations filJ.ing~ and testing operations in order to prevent the atmospheric pressure from des= troying the thin windowo The vacuill!: chamber system
The vacuum chamber system~ pictured with a portion of the port= able vacuum system in Figo J» consisted of a glass t ube four feet in length -and four inches in diameter closed at the upper endo The lower end of the glass tube was sealed with De Khotinsky cement to a brass f~ange one=half inch thick and 6oJ inches in diametero .This flange was dri.lled to pass six thumb screws» which were used ·to clamp ISC-254 17 Fig, 3 --The vacuum chamber system, the vacuum chamber tube to the base plate~ which was driil ed and tapped to receive the six thumb screwso All tubing and eAectrical connections entered the vacuum chamber through the brass base plate. The two electrical connections~ which were provided~ entered the chamber through two kovar glass=to=metal seals. A pair of concentrically Located rectangular gasket grooves Were machined in the base p..Late ll into which neoprene gaskets greased with "Ce.1.lo=SeaJ.I1l were p.laced. An exhaust tube was provided for the pumping of the sma..Ll air space between the two gaskets. This per~ mi tted the exhausting of the air froin the main chamber and counter in spite of any smaJ...L J.eak which might have existed in the first gasket.
The connection of the counter within the chamber to the tubing and controlJ.ing stopcocks on the outside was accompl i shed by means ot· tapers in the base pJ.ate » which fitted standard glass tapers. De Khotinsky cement was used to make these joints vacuum tight. The socket ot" the ball and socket joint completed the upper part of the base assemb..Ly. The ball of the bal..!. and socket joint9 which was fitted with a gJ.ass taper 9 could be removed readily from the base assemb..Lyll sealed to the stopcock taper on the Geiger counter~ and repJ.aced on the base assembJ.y with a minimum of trouble. The ball and socket joint~ prcperJ.y greased with Apiezon grease N~ permitted the positioning of the counter prior to placing the chamber tube on the base plate without breaking the seals to the counter and without danger of damaging the g..Lass parts.
A pair of tubes connected the chamber and counter feed tubes to a differential pressure manometer . A second pair of tubes connected these same feed tubes to a pair of iso..Lating stopcocks which» in turn 3 were joined to a common line controlled by a master stopcock. From the J.atter contro..LJJ a single ..Line extended to the portable vacuum system.
The procedure fo..L..Lowed in the testing of counters with the aid of this apparatus consisted of the fo..Llowing operationsg lo The simuJ.taneous pumping of the air from the counter and from the chamber so that the pressure sustained by the window was very sma.l.L a 2. The maint enance of the pressure on the window at a low level while pumping the interior of the counter to a high vacuum (about one micron Hg).
)o The admission of argon to he counter at the pressure at which the window was to be tested 9 followed by continuous pumping of the vacuum chamber to check for leaks. If a ISC=254 19 ieak did not manifest itself by a slight decrease in pres= sure on the differentiai manometer in a 24 hour pumping period 2 no leaks were present.
4. The evacuation of the argon followed by the simultaneous admission of an inexpensive counter mixture at the proper pressure to the interior of the counter with the admission of air to the vacuum chamber in a manner such that the counter pressure only slightiy exceeded the chamber pressure. The admission of air to the chamber was necessary in order to prevent spurious spark discharges from occurring between the e~ectrical connections outside the counter.
5. The checking of the plateau characteristic and background of the counter while it was in the chamber.
6. The simultaneous admission of argon to the counter and air to the chamber to raise the internal pressure of the counter to atmospheric pressure, keeping the pressure sustained by the window very small. e
The counters with t he 0.3 mg/cm2 windows were usuail.y removed from the . vacuum chamber with their internal pressures about 3 em Hg above atmospheric pressure. In this conditionj a counter could be stored untii needed. The counter with the 0.027 mg/cm2 window was stored with argon inside at atmospheric pressure, but the stopcock at the end of its filling t ube was not turned so as to seal the counter from the atmosphere. Instead the counter was aiiowed to breathe in accordance with the atmospheric pressure changes which were brought about by weather and room temperature variations.
These procedures permitted the thin window counters to be hand= led in very much the same manner as counters with more durable win= dows. when inserted in the beta~·ray spectrometer, they could be evacuated and fiiled in much the same manner as described in the above list of operations. The procedure of storing the counters with argon within them was not as important as keeping their interiors free from corrosion and dirt~ however~ the 11 argon=storage" method was foolproof and was used whenever the strength of the window permitted.
The portable vacuum system
The portabl.e vacuum system shown in Fig. 4 was m:'iginally constructed for two purposesg the filling of mica window counters prior to their instaliation in the spectrometer and the refi~~ing of a counter already installed. As the work progressed and the need for the vacuum chamber arose , the portable system was modified so that it could be used in conjunction with the vacuum chamber. Complete facilities were provided for measuring pressures with the pirani gauge~ McLeod gauge~ and the mercurial manometer. Storage flasks~ for mixtures prepared in advance~ were also provided. Hose connections and glass tapers were provided so that the system could readily be connected to the vacuum chamber» the counter in the spectrometer» or to other auxiliary apparatus. The mechanical pump was a Cen.co=Hyvac pump manufactured by the Central Scientific Company.
The mixture research vacuum system
The mixture research vacuum syste~~ Fig. 5~ was a collection of apparatus used for preparing various gas and vapor mixtures for study of their properties in Geiger counters. Facilities f or preparing standard counter fillings were provided initially~ however~ provision for introducing additional gases and vapors as the need arose was included. Since the photograph was made » additional flasks for mixtures have been added. The pumping equipment included a Duo=Seal vacuum pump manufactured by the W. M. Welch Scientific Company and an air=cooled» single stage~ glass diffusion pump» type G=4» manufactured by the Distillation Products Company. The current to the diffusion pump heater coil was controlled by means of a variac and set to the proper value indicated on an arr~eter (top panel 9 Fig. 9 ).
The vacuum gauging equipment for the mixture research system included a large mercurial manometer for the pressure range 0 to 90 em Hg and a small mercurial manometer for the pressure range 0 to 10 em Hg. In order to prevent the vapor pressure of the mercury from influencing the ultimate degree of vacuum possible with the diffusion pump~ the high range manometer was connected to the vacuum line by means of a two=position stopcock. The small manometerll which was permanently in the vacuum linell had about one centimeter of Octoil=S diffusion pump oil on the top of the mercury column to eliminate the mercury vapor pressure from this source. The pirani gauge was con= nected to the vacuum line by way of the same stopcock as the large manometer. The stopcock was provided so that the large range mer= curial manometer and the pirani gauge tube could be disconnected from the vacuum line~ thus reducing the total volume of the system to ' a value as small as possib~e.
The reason for the small. volume in-the. main portion of the vacuum system was that Geiger counter mixtures using expensive rare gases were contemplated. Under most circumstances in experimental work~ any residual gas in the system itself is lost.
The ion gauge tube was sealed to the high vacuum side of the diffusion pump. The diffusion pump was connected to the system and mechanical pump by way of two stopcocks which made possible the isola= tion of the diffusion pump and the ion gauge tube so that the mechan= ical pump coul d be connected to the main vacuum system for exhausting any gas at higher pressures without the need of turning off the ion gauge tu~e or of co~ing t he diffusion pumpo The ion gauge tube was an Eimac type 35=T tubu~ated for easy joining to the vacuum systemo Electrica~~y~ it was connected to an ion gauge circuit (the panel with three meters » Figo 9) designed at Berkeleyo This circuit contained an emission current regulator and provided pressure ranges from 0 to 10. millimicrons for the lowest range and from 0 to 2 microns for the 'highest rangeo Intermediate pressure ranges were also providedo A circuit which was sensitive to excessive pressure on the high vacuum side » by way of the ion gauge tube , furnished means for automatically turning off the ion gauge and pumping equi pment in the event of a serious leako A vacuum maniro~d for pumping and fil ling severa~ counters simul= taneously was incl udedo I t was connected permanent~y to the vacuum system through a stopcock which permitted the isolation of the manifo~d from the sm~l=volume portion of t he vacuum systemo On the left side of the table near the back~ a s t eel panel equipped with numerous electrical connect ions furnished a swit ching system for changing the Pirani gauge meter b.ox f rom the Pirani gauge tube on the research system to the Pirani gauge tube on the port able vacuum systemo Leak detection circuit s cou~d also be swit ched to either system from this panelo Procedures of the mixt ure st udies Good co-unters which operated at a low pressure were the objec= tive of the wrk with t he research vacuum systemo To conduct this study~ two count ers of the same type as those used in the beta=ray spectrometer were construc t edo They were made as nearly alike as possibleo On each of the counters a mica window» sufficient~y thick to withstand the atmospheric pressure~ was mountedo Initial~y» both the counters were seal ed into the vacuum manifo~d » and any experimental mixtures tested in one counter were also tested in the othero Proof that the data were reliabl e was established by the fact that similar performance was obtained from both counterso Data recorded in each of the t e sts incl uded the anode voltage of the counter 9 t he t ota~ c ount~ the e~apsed time for the count» and the size of the Geiger puLse as measured on a synchroscopea From these data~ the counting rat e as a f unction of the anode potential and pul se height could be obt ainedo Plateau curves were p~otted for each mix= ture testedo
The mixtures tested included argon and et hyL alcoho~» argon and ISC=254 ethylene~ and krypton and ethyl alcohoL. The first mixture tested in these two counters consisted of 10 percent ethy~ alcohol and 9U percent argon at a total pressure of 10 em. The data obtained from the counters us1ng this mixture served as a standard to which all other Geiger counter dat a obti'd.ned from these counters using other mixtures was compared. To facilitate comparison of data obtained from one counter mixture with data obtained from another counter mixture~ a piece of uranium was mounted in a brass holder which was machined so as to fit over the Geiger counter window in exactly the same position each time it was used. The condition of the anode and cathode eLectrodes was periodically checked by admitting the standard ~0 percent ethyl alcohol and 90 percent argon mixture and then taking plateau data. This procedure di.sc~osed that there was no deterioration of the counter electrodes throughout the progress of the work.
Subsequent mixture studies were carried out on the hypothesis that when the total pressure of the mixture was reduced~ the amount of quenching agent in the counter should be maintained at a partial pressure of approximately one centimeter. This meant that the amount of the quenching agent expressed as a percentage of the total pressure was increased. In the experimental work~ it was found convenient to fil·~ the counter with one of the mixtures to be tested to the maximum pressure of interest~ take data on the performance of this mixture~ reduce the pressure in the counter by 1=2 em Hg~ and then take data on the counter performance again. The procedure of reducing the pressurej fo.Howed by the taking of data$ couLd usually be repeated several times before the counter pressure became so Low that its performance was unsatisfactory.
After the plateau curves of each mixture were obtained, they were compared with those obtained previousLy. From this comparison~ a new ratio of quenching agent in the vehicuLar gas dif1"ering by a small step from the preceding one was estabLished~ and another set of plateau curves was obtained for another series of progressively reduced pressures. The mixtures were studied in the pressure range from 10 em Hg down to 0.8 em Hgo The ethyl alcohol concentration was varied from 10 to 40 percent in the vehicular gases argon and krypton. Only the krypton was of spectroscopic grade. Ethylene was also tested as a quenching agent.
The Geiger Counter In Use
Once a Geiger counter has been made~ it must be connected to proper electronic equipment which~ in turn » must be operated care= fulLy if acceptable performance and reLiable data are to be obtained. The folLowing two sections describe the electronicapparatus and the manner in .which it was operated to achieve the desired results.
ISC=254 25 Electronic equipment
The complete elec~ronic system employed in the Geiger counter developmental work and in the use of the. counters in the beta=ray spectrometer consisted of the cathode follower j whichwas connected by short leads to the counter~ a coupling amplifier j synchroscrope~ and scaling circuit. These units are illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 6 and are also shown in the photograph~ Fig. 9 . This system enabled a count to be recorded on the scaling circuit and register while it was viewed at the same time on the screen of the synchroscope.
The cathode follower~ diagrammed in Fig. 1~ was found to be very satisfactory in Geiger counter work. It is the small aluminum box» pictured near the base plate of the vacuum chamber (Fig. 3) » on the table near one of the counters in 
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Figo Bo In addition~ this unit furnished the necessary power to the coupling amplifier also shown in Figo Bo The coupling amplifier circuit was wired with appropriate connectors so that the signal from the cathode follower could be sent to the scaling circuit input for recording~ and also amplified to an appropriate amplitude prior to sending the signal to the synchroscope for viewingo
The scaling circuit 2 model 165~ was a standard scale=of=64 unit manufactured by the Nucl ear I nstrument and Chemical Corporationo The synchroscope was a type P4=E manufactured by the Browning Lab= oratories~ Incorporatedo The synchroscope was modifie d in a manner which made it especially suitable f or viewing the rando~y occurring pulses from the Geiger countero This modification has been adequately described by Leachman and Palmer (14) o
Operation of t he counter and its equipment
To successfully operate a Geiger counter which is filled with a low pressure mixture 2 it is necessary that care be t aken or poor re= sults will be obtainedo The first step in operating any of the count~ ers in the spectrometer consisted of taking a complete set of plateau curve data~ including the applied anode voltage~ the height of the Geiger pulse at each voltage setting~ and the counting rateo The counting rate was plotted as a function of the anode voltage~ placing alongside each plotted point the pulse height that occurr ed a t each of these anode voltageso
The anode voltage and pulse height at which the counter was operated was selected on the basis of the points on the plateauo However~ instead of operating the counter in the middle of the plateau or necessarily on the flattest part~ it was always operated at a point near the low voltage end of the plateau~ a little above the knee of the curve o A pulse height~ once selected 2 was maintained throughout the taking of da t a with the countero This means that under varying operating conditions 2 any changes in threshold voltage which resulted were compensated for by readjustment of the counter anode potential so that the pulse height was kept at the chosen value~ rather than operating the counter at a fixed potential 9 as is sometimes the practiceo
The importance of this mode of operation is more fully realized when it is noted that a change in counter temperature of lOC can~ in some instances 9 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding pages~ pieces or apparatus have been described which were designed for a specific purposeo Techniques were set forth which, when properLy executed~ have been found to yeild usefuL count= ers for research in beta=ray spectroscopyo (15) , was found to be very satisfactory when used at a pressure of 10 em Hgo However~ com= binations of ethylene and ... gon were found to be generally not as sat= isfactory at the lower pressures as the 33 percent ethyl alcohol and 67 percent argon mixture o A study of mixtures of krypton and alcohol was also madeo The first mixture tried consisted of 10 percent ethyl alcohol and 9U per= cent krypton at a total pressure of 7o4 em Hgo The pLateau curve obtained from a counter using this mixture was found to possess a smaller slope than curve P 1 over a range of anode potentials exceed= ing 100 vo1tso In counting efficiency 3 this mixture was equaL to the mixture which yielded curve Pl o Following the procedure established above~ the principle of which was originally set forth by Weisz (16) Of interest in this work is the oounting efficiency of a Geiger counter mixture as the pressure of the mixture is reducedo For each plateau curve » an average counting rate was established by calculating the arithmetic mean of the points on t.he part of the curve with the least slopeo The counter filled to a pressure or 10 em Hg with mix= ture Noo 1 was assumed to have an efficiency or 100 percento According to Korff (17) » this is a valid assumptiono Relative to these data» the efficiencies of the other mixtures were calculatedo Curve E 1 in Figo 11 shows the relative efficiency of the argon=ethyl alcohol mix= tures as a function of the total pressureo The relative efficiencies of mixtures of krypton and ethyl alcohol are shown by curve E2o 1hat the krypton mixture would be• the more efficient of the two at the lowest pressures was qualitatively expected on the basis or Ramsaur 1 s (8) resultso Stability of the counters was generally goodo For the higher pressures)) the counters were more stable than at the lower pressureso With mixture Noo 2 at a pressure of l o4 em Hg~ the data were not as closely reproducible as with mixture No o 4 was more efficient than mixture Noo 2 at each corresponding low pressureo Parallel with this greater efficiency for the former two mixtures~ there was a much greater statilityo This is apparent in the plateau curves P4 and Ps as compared with curve P2o These results agree with the discussion given by Korff'.: (J.7) o ·
The progress which has been made in the development of a Geiger= Mueller counter for low energy electrons can best be illustrated by the curves given in Figo 12o Here four different thicknesses of window material were employed as Geiger counter windowso Curve K 1~ obtained by Jensen (18 ))) shows an energy cut=off for electrons at about 44 Kev $ point F in the figureo These data were obtained with a counter having a mica window possessing a surface density of 3o9 mg/cm2o The radioactive source used was Se75 which ejected photoelectrons from a 37 mg/cm2 Pb radiatoro Curve K2 was obtained through the use of a counter possessing a mica wi~dow with a surface density of 1.04 mg/cm2. The source was again Se75~ but the Pb radiator had a surface density of 42.3 mg/cm2. The energy cut-off of this window~ point E~ was found to be about 2).2 Kev. The difference bet-ween K1 and K2 sl;J.OUld be noted_? three photo= eLectron lines were undetected by the counter with the 3.9 mg/cm2 window.
The results of the major effort of this investigation are found in curves K3 and K4. The data represented b~ curve K3 were obtained by means of a counter possessing a 0.3 mg/cm window prepared from formvar. ~urve K4 was obtained with the aid of a counter possessing a 0.027 mg/cm2 window~ also of formvaro For these latter two curves~ Se7~ was again the source~ but the internal conversion spectr~ was examinedo For the Oo3 mg/cm2 ·window~ t he cut=off energy for electrons~ at point D~ was about 13. 7 Kev. By means of a counter with the 0.027 mg/cm2 window~ eLectrons with energies down to approximately 4.3 Kev (point A) were detectedo The internal conversion .Lines shown at points B and C are at 9.07 and 10.31 Kev respectively. The former is the X=ray energy of As Less the L=binding energy of As. The latter is the same X=ray energy less the M =binding energy. A calcuLation using 1.52 Kev for the L=binding energy gave an X=ray energy of 10.59 Kev 3 which is in good agreement with the value of 10.54 Kev given by Compton and Allison(l9).
None of the data represented in Fig. 12 were corrected for decay of the sampleo If curve K4 is compared with K3~ keeping in mind the correction for decay 9 it is seen that the internal conversion lines at B and C are fairly intense. Since nothing was found at these two paints with t 11e counter using the 0 o 3 mg/ cm2 window in spite of the higher intensity~ the progress of the work in the devel opment of a Geiger=MuelLer counter for low energy electrons is quite apparent.
